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NGSK0701 Kit 70b 

Wagon Kit 

N GAUGE SOCIETY

 
Grounded Van 
Body Twin Pack 

 

 
 

Kit contains plastic parts to complete two 
grounded van bodies. 

 
To complete this kit you will need: Liquid Plastic Cement, 

and Paint 
 
This is not a toy. Only suitable for persons over the age of 14. May contain small 

parts and sharp edges. Keep away from small children. 
 

 

Getting Started 
 
First, read the instructions thoroughly all the way through 
and be sure you are confident that you have identified all 
the parts. It is recommended that you adhere to the 
suggested order of assembly, though with experience, you 
may choose to deviate. Note that it is possible to use 
different parts to make different types of van bodies. 
 
 
General Notes On Construction 
 
Naturally, the N Gauge Society wants you to achieve the 
best results you can. These simple guidelines should help:  
 
 Read the instructions through fully before you begin 
 Use a sharp knife to separate the parts from the 

sprues 
 Clean off any flash or moulding pips with sharp knife 

and wet ‘n’ dry sandpaper 
 Check fit before gluing 
 Use a small paint brush to sparingly apply liquid 

plastic cement when joining parts 
 Photographs of the prototypes will help you 
 
But above all .... TAKE YOUR TIME!! 
 
 

 
 
 
Prototype Notes 
 
Needless to say, the British Railways “standard” van was anything but standard. It’s main design (diagram 1/208) was 
an amalgam of pre-nationalisation practice – the corrugated steel ends used by the LMS and the vertical planking 
sides but horizontal planking doors of the GWR. A few later planked examples had plywood doors, but diagram 1/213 
was issued to cover all plywood construction of the sides (still with corrugated ends). Dwindling traffic and 
modernisation saw most vans phased out by the early 1980s. When scrapping the wagons, British Rail sold many of 
the van bodies to anyone needing a well-built readymade shed, typically farmers, and anyone with a yard. A few were 
even used by British Rail itself. In this state, they are referred to as a “grounded van body”. 
 
All vans originally carried BR bauxite, either the early lighter shade or the later and darker shade, although weathering 
and lack of regular repainting left them looking darker and shabby after a while. Very few of the new owners of the van 
bodies undertook any kind of repainting so peeling paint, grey timbers and rusty metalwork are typical. So while the 
model needs to be painted, a first class finish is not essential! 
 
Parts 
 

This kit contains two plastic sprues. There are sides to make one planked wagon body and one plywood wagon body 
(though the sides are interchangeable, so to see two planked wagons if the vans are to be placed against a wall, use 
one of each side on each body). 
 
 
Construction 
 

Only a few basic tools are required – a sharp craft knife, and some wet ‘n’ dry sandpaper. 
 
A liquid polystyrene glue such as Mekpak is best, using a small paint brush to apply small amounts to joints. 
 
Note that there are alternate ends on the sprue: 
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The corrugated ends with single 
vent are common to both the 
plywood and planked 
construction standard vans and 
were by far the most common 
type. 

 

The corrugated ends without any vents 
were used with the planked sides to 
make an Insult-Meat Van though these 
were much less common. 
 
 

 

The ends with four vents were used with 
the planked sides for Ventilated Meat 
Vans. These also require the vents from 
the sprues adding to the sides, a more 
advanced conversion that is best 
avoided! 
 

 
 
 

1. On each of the ends, use a sharp knife to remove the rectangle of plastic at the bottom. This would normally infill 
the headstock on the chassis if the kit were being build as a proper wagon. Use some wet ‘n’ dry sandpaper to 
remove any remaining rough edge on the bottom until it is flush with the bottom of the van end. 
 

2. On each of the sides, the framing extends below the bottom of the van body in four places. Use a sharp knife to 
remove the framing and finish off with some wet ‘n’ dry sandpaper so that the bottom of the van body is flush with 
no projections showing. Remember which way up the sides go! It might help to mark on the back which is the top. 
 

3. Glue one end to one side to form an L-shape, making sure that the join is square. Then glue the other end and side 
together to form a second L-shape. 
 

4. Glue the two L-shapes together to form the body. 
 

5. The floor piece has projections at each end that would normally hold the couplers in place on the chassis. These 
are not needed for a grounded van body but can be left in place. Insert the floor into the body with the projections 
facing up. The sides/ends of the floor may need to be sanded slightly for a good fit (do not force). When happy with 
the fit, glue in place. Some modellers drill a hole through the floor to allow excess fumes from the glue to escape. 
 

6. Try to glue the ends, sides and floor in one go. This is because the joints will remain soft for a few minutes which 
allows time for a few minor adjustments. 
 

7. Glue the roof to the body making sure that the overhang at the ends and on the sides is equal all round. 
 

8. Allow the glue to set fully overnight and then the model can be painted. A base coat of black or dark grey is ideal 
and acts like a primer. Then the bauxite top coat can be added. Try dry-brushing this on, a technique where most 
of the paint is wiped from the brush before applying to the model so that only a small amount of paint is applied, so 
as to give a weathered appearance. Another technique is to apply paint as a “wash”, which is very diluted paint 
(white spirit for enamel paints; water for acrylics) which goes on thinly for a weathered finish. Use the same 
techniques on the roof with a mid-grey colour. Try experimenting with these techniques and if it doesn’t work out, 
just paint it black again and start all over again! 

 
 
 

Congratulations! Your model is now complete. 


